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Burn! 

I can't stand this face and everything you fed
Forcefed me the enemy
And I take the things I know I shouldn't have
Turned me into the enemy 

Station station - remote control
Frustration station - that sold his soul 

"Cause I sold myself to today" [???] 

It's a solitary, solitary
New war station, watch it burn the nation 

I destroy myself cause I can't free
Free the world of the enemy
The pigs they have and the gods they feed
Feed the lives of the enemy 

Station station - Frustration station 

"It's the violence in the silence" 

It's a solitary, solitary
New war station, watch it burn the nation 

Station station - Resignation 

Leave the lights on, leave the stains
Through the walls of this decay
Sedate the innocent
Fall from these loaded wings
Circumsized + Sterilized
Circumsized + Paralized
Free the innocent
Free the mother lies in
Milkcarton house hi-rise
Bloody little lamb of fathers eye
Bad people, bad world
The bad pusher in a bad design!
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The bad pusher in a bad design!
The bad pusher in a bad design!
Circumsized + Sterilized
Circumsized now Paralized
Circumsized + Sterilized
Desensitized Insentient eyes
Free the innocent (I break this skin)
Free the mother lies (To let it in)
Free the innocent (I break this skin)
Free the fuckin lives of... (To let it in)
Leave the light on, leave the stains
Leave the light on, free the stained
Naked + Violent!
The End of America!
Naked + Violent!
The End of America!
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